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Abstract
In plant leaves, resource use follows a trade-off between rapid resource capture and conservative storage. This “worldwide leaf economics spectrum” consists of a suite of intercorrelated leaf traits, among which leaf mass per area, LMA, is one of the most fundamental as it indicates the cost of leaf construction and light-interception borne by plants. We conducted a broad-scale analysis of the evolutionary history of LMA across a large dataset of 3401 vascular plant species. The phylogenetic signal in LMA displayed low but significant conservatism in relation to stronger stabilizing selection. Moreover, results suggest that different optimal phenotypes evolved among large clades within which extremes tended to be selected against. Conservatism in LMA was strongly related to growth form, as were selection intensity and phenotypic evolutionary rates: woody plants showed higher conservatism in relation to stronger stabilizing selection.
Introduction

Although leaf morphology has evolved manifold variations across vascular plant species, there is strong evidence of a universal spectrum constraining leaf functioning from rapid resource capture to efficient resource use (Grime et al. 1997; Reich et al. 1997; Díaz et al. 2004; Wright et al. 2004). This worldwide leaf economics spectrum (Wright et al. 2004) consists of the correlated variation among several key plant traits, including leaf mass per area (LMA, the ratio between leaf dry mass and leaf area) which describes the dry mass investment for light interception per unit leaf area (Lambers and Poorter, 1992). LMA captures a central axis of functional variation in plants (Grime et al. 1997; Grime 2001; Westoby et al. 2002; Díaz et al. 2004), correlating negatively with mass-based photosynthetic rate and leaf macronutrient concentrations (Reich et al. 1997; Wright et al. 2004), and positively with leaf life span (Wright et al. 2004). At large spatial scales, LMA varies across climatic gradients, displaying on average higher values in hotter, drier, and higher irradiance habitats, particularly once other factors, such as deciduousness or plant functional type composition, are taken into account (Reich et al. 1997; Wright et al. 2004; Reich et al. 2007; Poorter et al. 2009).

Despite a sound knowledge of the physiological and ecological correlates of LMA, we remain largely ignorant of the evolutionary history that gave rise to the present-day wide variation in this key trait. Two types of overall evolutionary behavior may be expected for a vegetative trait such as LMA: it can either be evolutionary labile and vary independently from the phylogeny across species, which can lead to high functional convergence across clades (Kraft et al. 2007), or it may alternatively display phylogenetic patterns structured by selection within plant lineages (Blomberg et al. 2003; Losos 2008). In the labile trait hypothesis, we nonetheless expect consistent evolution with other plant traits, or syndromes such as growth form. Recent advances have indeed suggested that the evolution of growth form, as a syndrome of multiple traits, has been a major driver of functional trait evolution (Moles et al. 2005; Kerkhoff et al. 2006). Marked taxonomic patterns in LMA would therefore relate more strongly with growth forms than with phylogenetic relatedness. Alternatively, following the second hypothesis, LMA would have evolved under strong selection and be conserved along plant lineages, which would generate a consistent and detectable phylogenetic signal.

Phylogenetic signal can be broadly defined as the information conveyed by the variation in phenotypic trait values within and across clades along a phylogeny. In the present study, we conducted a comprehensive analysis of the evolutionary history of leaf economics across the phylogeny of vascular plants based on the analysis of the phylogenetic signal in LMA. Variation in trait similarity among taxa may reveal patterns of either trait diversification or trait conservatism within clades, that is, the tendency for relatives to be more similar than expected by chance alone. Such macroevolutionary patterns may provide insight into the microevolutionary processes (e.g., selection and drift) shaping trait evolution within lineages (Hansen and Martins, 1996; Hansen 1997; Diniz-Filho 2001).

Variation in leaf mass per area was charted across a dated phylogeny of 5401 species spanning all major clades of vascular plants. Using phylogenetic comparative analyses, we analyzed the phylogenetic signal in LMA and compared observed patterns to expectations based on different models of trait evolution. We show that LMA exhibits low but significant overall phylogenetic conservatism across vascular plant clades. We identify different clades displaying significant phylogenetic patterns of either trait conservatism or diversification. Moreover, we tested the interaction between the evolutionary histories of LMA and growth form across species. We note that potential additional explanatory variables such as biogeography or pedo-climatic conditions were outside the scope of the present study. We found that patterns of LMA evolution consistently differed across growth forms, revealing evidence for a higher conservatism and slower trait evolution in woody species than in herbaceous species.

Material and Methods

Trait data

We collected LMA data for vascular plants (Tracheophyta) from 180 published and unpublished studies and electronic databases (see Appendix S1). We only retained data collected in the field for outer-canopy leaves measured...
following standardized protocols (Cornelissen et al. 2003) and for adult plants, to limit ontogenic effects. Mean values were calculated for species with multiple records. The sample set of species and sites represented a wide range of plant communities in most of the climates where vascular plants occur, from Arctic tundra to tropical forest, from hot to cold deserts, and from grassland to woodland. In total, we obtained LMA values for 5401 species in 241 families and 1835 genera: 5239 Angiospermae, 81 Gymnospermae, 74 Monilophyta, and 7 Lycopodiophyta (see Fig. 2 for an overview of sample completeness). We checked that the variability in LMA occurred mostly among species compared to within species (across sites): $V_{\text{among}} = 16286$ versus $V_{\text{within}} = 1912$. In order to limit the influence of extreme values, we performed comparative analyses on log-transformed LMA values that we hereafter note $l$.

Dated phylogenetic supertree

Phylogenetic relationships between species were described as an informal supertree based on published phylogenies (Bininda-Emonds 2004). We used the tree of Chaw et al. (2000) as a backbone for relationships between major vascular plant clades and between families within Angiospermae on which we branched family-level trees for the Angiospermae (Davies et al. 2004), Monilophyta and Lycopodiophyta (Wikström and Kenrick 2001; Smith et al. 2006). We delimited major clades Tracheophyta according to the phylogenetic nomenclature of Cantino et al. (2007). Family names in Angiospermae were matched to the latest phylogeny by the Angiosperm Phylogeny Group (APG III 2009). Within 34 large Angiospermae families, we resolved relationships among genera using published family phylogenies (see Appendix S1). Species were branched as polytomies within genera. The resulting supertree had 1675 internal nodes among which 58% were resolved as bifurcations (nodes with two daughter clades). Below the genus level, the percentage of bifurcations among ancestral nodes rose to 75%. In order to estimate branch lengths, we dated the ancestral nodes of the supertree in a two-step procedure. We first dated well-identified nodes in the supertree using published ages. A total of 187 ancestral nodes matched dated nodes from the literature (11% of internal nodes). For clades in Angiospermae, ages were taken from a comprehensive update of divergence times based on the analysis of sequence data (Bell et al. 2010). We completed these ages with estimates derived from several sources for non-angiosperm clades (Wikström et al. 2001; Bremer et al. 2004; Janssen and Bremer, 2004; Anderson et al. 2005). Node ages ranged from 4.4 Myr for the Juglandaceae family to 535 Myr for the tree root, namely the Tracheophyta divergence (mean: 88.1 Myr SD: 75.3 Myr). Second, node ages were estimated using the bladj module of the Phylocom software (Webb et al. 2007). This procedure sets branch lengths by placing the nodes evenly between dated nodes, and between dated nodes and tips (of age 0). This has the effect of minimizing variance in branch length, within the constraints of dated nodes (Webb et al. 2007). The phylogenetic distance between two species was estimated by the age of their most recent common ancestor.

An alternative method would have been to reconstruct a phylogeny from molecular data. For large datasets, however, it is difficult if not impossible to obtain resolved phylogenies at species level. A recent study compared phylogenetic patterns in phenology for ca. 4000 species (Davies et al. 2013) using phylogenetic analyses of both an informal supertree, such as the one constructed here, and a phylogenetic tree obtained from molecular data and resolved at genus level. The patterns described were similar and led to the same conclusions. We also explored this option, but were only able to locate genetic data for about 40% of species. We eventually chose to retain a much wider coverage but lower resolution.

Models of continuous trait evolution

We tested and compared alternative evolutionary hypotheses by fitting different evolutionary models to our data. Models of trait evolution describe the macroevolutionary patterns which would be expected from hypothetical microevolutionary processes (Hansen and Martins, 1996). First, we considered a simple model of Brownian motion evolution (BM), which assumes that the trait evolves independently in each lineage by means of genetic drift and/or directional selection under environmental conditions fluctuating randomly and rapidly compared to evolutionary time (Hansen and Martins, 1996; Diniz-Filho 2001). The BM model supposes evolution by random motion of trait values at a constant rate $\sigma$ along the branches of the phylogenetic tree and thus mimics the effects of drift (Hansen and Martins, 1996; Freckleton et al. 2002): during an infinitesimal period $dt$, the variation in the trait value $l$ is $dl = \sigma^2 dt$, where parameter $\sigma$ controls the magnitude of stochastic perturbations during the course of evolution, or drift (Hansen 1997).

Second, we considered models of LMA evolution incorporating both stabilizing selection and drift (Hansen 1997). These models conform to evolution following an Orstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) process: during an infinitesimal period $dt$, the variation of the trait value sums as the effects of drift, $\sigma^2 dt$ as in BM, and selection toward a phenotypic optimum $\theta$: $dl = -\alpha(l-\theta) + \sigma^2 dt$, where the parameter $\alpha$ controls the rate of adaptive evolution to the optimum (Hansen 1997). Parameter $\alpha$ measures the
magnitude of a supposed selective force. Note that a null value of $z$ leads to the BM model, which thus appears as a special case of OU model. Interestingly, OU models allow for different selective optima to be specified within different clades along a single phylogenetic tree (Hansen 1997; Butler and King, 2004): changes in the selective optimum mimic variation in the selection regime along the phylogeny. After a change in the selection regime, evolution unfolds independently within each of the lineages. We calibrated three OU models simulating evolution with one (OU1), three (OU3), or five (OU5) phenotypic optima (Butler and King, 2004) (see Fig. 5). Models were fitted over the complete set of species, as well as on subsets of species including only herbaceous (forbs and graminoids) or woody (shrubs and trees) growth forms (see SOM for details on growth forms and model fitting).

Finally, we also considered a null model of phylogenetically independent evolution (PI) to test for the existence of phylogenetic structure in the trait data. The PI model ignores phylogenetic relatedness across species as if they were placed at equal distance on a star phylogeny. It serves as a null hypothesis which supposes the absence of phylogenetic covariance in the trait distribution.

Treewise phylogenetic signal

We calculated three statistics to quantify the magnitude and test the significance of the overall phylogenetic signal in the phylogeny of vascular plants (see SOM for details): Pagel’s $\lambda$ (Pagel 1999), Blomberg’s $K$-statistic (Blomberg et al. 2003), and phylogenetic autocorrelation measured by Moran’s index (Gittleman and Kot, 1990). These statistics provide information on the likelihood of the phylogenetic pattern with respect to models of trait evolution. In Pagel’s approach, a value of $\lambda = 0$ indicates evolution independent of phylogeny (PI), while a value of $\lambda = 1$ indicates that the phylogenetic pattern conforms to Brownian motion on the given phylogeny (Freckleton et al. 2002). The $K$-statistic measures the degree to which a phylogenetic tree correctly describes the covariance structure observed in the data compared to a BM model along the candidate tree: $K > 1$ indicates higher conservatism than in the BM case. Finally, Moran’s index, $I$, quantifies the similarity in LMA among species with respect to their phylogenetic distance (Gittleman and Kot, 1990; Diniz-Filho 2001). It is a measure of the covariation of trait values across species weighted by the phylogenetic distance between them: $I$ varies from 1, indicating strong positive association (similarity across close relatives) to −1, indicating strong negative association. It has an expected value of $-\frac{1}{n}$, where $n$ is the number of tips, under the null hypothesis of no correlation between trait values and phylogenetic distance. We also calculated $I$ within different classes of divergence time (i.e., age of the most recent common ancestor) which were chosen to ensure a sufficient number of observations within each class. This was used to build a resulting phylogenetic correlogram, which represents how trait similarity among species varies with the time since their divergence. In theory, this temporal pattern allows one to discriminate the BM from the OU models (Hansen and Martins, 1996; Diniz-Filho 2001): a linear decrease in similarity with time conforms to a model of evolution by Brownian motion, whereas an exponential decrease indicates evolution by drift and stabilizing selection as in the OU models (Hansen and Martins, 1996). Thus, we adjusted linear and exponential fits to the observed empirical patterns using nonlinear least squares and compared the fits using a likelihood ratio test. Similar analyses were also performed within subsets corresponding to the different growth forms.

Phylogenetic signal at clade level

We analyzed the phylogenetic signal at clade level using the analysis of traits procedure (AOT Ackerly, and Kembel, 2007). This analysis can detect functionally diversifying and conservative ancestral splits in trait values across daughter clades (Ackerly and Nyffeler, 2004; Moles et al. 2005). At each divergence in the phylogeny (i.e., node of the tree), ancestral mean trait values are calculated according to the procedure described in Felsenstein (1985). We then calculated the divergence width statistic, $DW$, which measures the degree of divergence (or trait radiation) between the child clades of each node. An ancestral node was considered as diversifying when the corresponding $DW$ value was higher than expected at random, and as conservative when $DW$ was lower than expected at random. Significant divergence widths were detected by testing the statistic against the null hypothesis PI using permutations ($n = 10^5$) and correcting for multiple comparisons (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995). Significantly diversifying nodes, that is, with higher $DW$ than expected under the null hypothesis (PI), indicate past diversifying events (trait radiation) followed by subsequent conservatism within daughter clades. On the other hand, significantly conservative nodes correspond to divergences of low amplitude between daughter clades thus displaying similar trait values and phylogenetic conservatism thereafter.

Results

Across the complete dataset, the mean LMA value was found to be 75.6 g.m$^{-2}$, with values ranging from 8.8 g.m$^{-2}$ in Impatiens parviflora (Balsaminaceae) to
1479.1 g.m⁻² in Hakea leucoptera (Proteaceae). LMA ranges largely overlapped across the major clades in Tracheophyta, but on average, Lycopodiophyta and Monilophyta (ferns) exhibited the lowest LMA, while Gymnospermae showed the highest LMA compared to the other major clades (Fig. 1; Table S1). Within the Angiospermae, Monocotyledoneae tended to have lower LMA values than Eudicotyledoneae (Fig. 1). Finally, within Eudicotyledoneae (80% of sampled species; Table S1), basal clades showed higher LMA values than more recently diverged clades (Asteridae and Rosidae; Figs 1 and 2).

At the family level, within angiosperms, the proportion of woody species in a family explained 24% of the variation in family mean LMA values (Fig. 3A). This was due to the tendency for woody species to have higher LMA than herbaceous species (Fig. S1). Nevertheless, the mean LMA of herbaceous and woody species belonging to the same family was found to be positively related (Fig. 3B). This is a first indication of the existence of phylogenetic conservatism in LMA values within families which seems to interact with the overall effect of growth forms on LMA.

Overall, common statistics characterizing the phylogenetic signal in LMA indicated low but significant similarity between close relatives, hence low conservatism, as well as little departure from the expected pattern of evolution following BM: Blomberg’s K–statistics (Blomberg et al. 2003) was 0.093 (≈ 0.462), Pagel’s λ (Pagel 1999) was estimated to 0.946, and Moran’s phylogenetic index (Gittleman and Kot, 1990) was 0.034 (see Material and Methods for interpretations).

In order to identify specific clades showing significant evidence of conservatism or diversification, we estimated the divergence width, DW, or magnitude of divergence in LMA values across daughter clades at each evolutionary node (Ackerly and Nyffeler, 2004; Moles et al. 2005). When the 1675 internal nodes of the phylogeny were considered, DW significantly differed from random in just 62 cases (3.7%). Of these 62 nodes, 12 corresponded to diversifying nodes with trait radiation (Table 1, Fig. 2), and 50 to conservative nodes with trait clustering across daughter clades. Conservative nodes mostly occurred among terminal nodes (genera, Table S4), indicating conservatism in LMA values among congeneric species, and at the basis of four larger clades including the Lecythidaceae and Sapotaceae families (Table 1). Cladogenesis at the base of these four clades led to sister clades more homogeneous than expected at random with regard to LMA. Compared to splits showing conservatism in LMA, diversifying nodes were typically older (70.2 Myr old vs. 17.2 Myr old on average), and thus account for much of the evolution of the basic range of leaf functioning. The most extreme diversifying events in LMA were ancient diversifications followed by subsequent conservatism within descending clades (Table 1, Fig. 2). Diversification in LMA thus seems to have occurred early during the course of vascular plant evolution. We investigated whether this pattern was driven by the contrast between the large majority of angiosperms in the dataset and the early-diverging lycophyte, fern, and gymnosperm clades by running the analysis on the dataset restricted to angiosperms. When early-diverging clades were excluded, the same early evolutionary splits were identified as diversifying within the angiosperm clade (Table 1).

Phylogenetic correlograms further revealed how similarity in LMA among species rapidly decreases with divergence time (Fig. 4). On average, the older the most common ancestor, the lower the correlation in LMA tip values. Similar values for recent diversifications (low divergence time) showed that, on average, any two close relatives among woody species were closer functionally than any two close relatives among herbaceous species. More generally, woody species showed a greater overall similarity through time and hence a higher degree of conservatism in LMA than herbaceous species (Fig. 4). Angiospermae, representing 97% of sampled woody species (Table S1), were mostly responsible for this pattern. Moreover, functional similarity in LMA decreased differ-
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Figure 2. Phylogenetic tree of the sampled extant species. The tips of the tree correspond to botanical families, except for families with one genus only, in which case the genus is indicated. Symbol size represents the clade mean LMA in five classes of increasing values: < 50, [50–75], [75–100], [100–150], and ≥ 150 g.m⁻². Red symbols indicate significant conservative evolutionary splits (with divergence width, DW, significantly lower than expected at random), green symbols represent significant diversifying divergences (DW, significantly higher than expected at random). Numbers in parentheses are: number of sampled species, number of sampled genera / number of genera in the family, according to Kew’s classification. Where appropriate, the number of significant divergences within families is indicated in parentheses as “c” for conservative and “d” for diversifying. Tracheo.: vascular plants (Tracheophytes), Euphyllo.: megaphyll plants, Spermato.: seed plants (Spermatophytes). Branch lengths are indicative.

Table 1. Significant evolutionary splits below genus level (see Table S4 for results concerning genera). Clades are named after taxonomic names, unless undefined. Sister clades, separated by “/”, descend from the focal nodes (not detailed for the polytomies at the base of the Lecythidaceae and Sapotaceae families); Xantho. indicates the Xanthorrhoeaceae family. Age: estimated age of the evolutionary split in Myr. # tips: number of descending tips (size of the clade). LMA: respective mean LMA value within sister clades, in g.m⁻², except for Lecythidaceae and Sapotaceae (mean LMA within parent family). Woody (%): respective proportion of woody species (shrubs/trees) within both sister clades. DW: divergence width of the split. Diversifying and conservative splits showed significantly higher and lower DW compared to random, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Sister clades</th>
<th>Age (Myr)</th>
<th># tips</th>
<th>LMA (g.m⁻²)</th>
<th>Woody %</th>
<th>DW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Diversifying splits</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eudicotyledoneae</td>
<td>Ranunculales / rest of Eudicotyledoneae</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>43/45</td>
<td>51/78</td>
<td>11/55</td>
<td>0.598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proteales / sister clade</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>42/25</td>
<td>30/73</td>
<td>100/53</td>
<td>0.619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asparagales</td>
<td>Alliaceae + Asparagaceae + Xantho. / Orchidaceae + Hypoxidaceae</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>12/9</td>
<td>94/43</td>
<td>6/0</td>
<td>0.682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ericales</td>
<td>Impatiens / rest of Ericales</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>17/96</td>
<td>0/81</td>
<td>1.316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alliaceae + Asparagaceae / Xantho.</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>72/287</td>
<td>3/27</td>
<td>0.931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cyperaceae / Juncaceae</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>68/63</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>0.528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scrophulariaceae / 9 families of Lamiales</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>101/56</td>
<td>53/29</td>
<td>0.662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mirbeliace tribe / sister clade in Fabaceae</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>145/52</td>
<td>100/17</td>
<td>0.639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brassicaceae</td>
<td>Capparoideae subfamily / rest of Brassicaceae</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>161/64</td>
<td>100/2</td>
<td>1.081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Betulaceae / Casuarinace</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>65/445</td>
<td>100/100</td>
<td>1.442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Portulacaceae / Cactaceae</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>66/523</td>
<td>0/13</td>
<td>1.467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acacia / Ingeae tribe in Fabaceae</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>195/83</td>
<td>100/100</td>
<td>0.659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Conservative splits</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ebenaceae + Lecythidaceae / sister clade</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>102/113</td>
<td>97/96</td>
<td>&lt;10⁻³</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sapotaceae</td>
<td>16 sister clades</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>0.195</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lecythidaceae</td>
<td>7 sister clades</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sagina / Bufonia tenuifolia in Caryo.</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>63/63</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>&lt;10⁻³</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ently in woody species (shrubs and trees) and in herba-
ceous species (forbs and grasses; Fig. 4B), suggesting that
resource-use strategies have evolved conjointly with
growth form in vascular plants.

We further analyzed the evolution of LMA by means of
models of continuous trait evolution. The models sup-
ported the hypothesis of stabilizing selection around some
optimal trait values against evolution of LMA by drift
only: the OU performed better than the simple BM mod-
els according to BIC ranking (Table S3). This conclusion,
drawn for the complete phylogeny, was also supported
for woody and herbaceous growth forms considered sepa-
rately. The better fit of OU models was consistent with
the linear trends of decreasing similarity with divergence
time observed in the empirical correlograms (Fig. 4), as
opposed to an expected exponential decrease in the case
of BM models (Diniz-Filho 2001). Second, models incor-
porating different selection regimes (Fig. 5), that is,
stabilizing selection around different optimal trait values
(Butler and King, 2004) performed better than single-
optimum models (Table S3), supporting the existence of
shifts in LMA selection regimes between Angiospermae
versus Gymnospermae, and between Monocotyledonae ver-
sus Eudicotyledonae. Finally, such shifts in selective
regimes were also observed within each growth form anal-
yzed separately: between the Angiospermae and Gymno-
spermae clades for woody species, and between the
Monocotyledonae and Eudicotyledonae clades for herba-
ceous species (Fig. 5, Table S3). The best identified mod-
els explained, respectively, 26.3%, 25.9%, and 42.3% of
the null deviance for the complete, woody, and herba-
ceous datasets.

Orstein-Uhlenbeck models allow us to estimate the rate
of adaptation to phenotypic optima in LMA ($\alpha$ parameter

![Figure 4](image1.png)

**Figure 4.** Similarity in LMA as a function of divergence time. Moran’s index ($I_M$) in classes of divergence time (Myr) for (A) the complete species set ($n = 5401$), and (B) the herbaceous ($\alpha$, $n = 2417$) and woody ($\Delta$, $n = 2564$) growth forms. Filled (resp. open) symbols indicate (non-)significant correlations (slevel: 0.05). Error bars were smaller than symbol size and therefore not represented. Dotted lines represent linear fits (Brownian Motion model, BM); dashed lines represent exponential fits (Ornstein-Uhlenbeck model, OU). Arrows indicate major evolutionary nodes; Tracheo.: vascular plants, Euphyllo.: megaphyll plants (ferns + seed plants), Sperma.: seed plants, gymno.: Gymnospermae, Angio.: Angiospermae, Magnio.: Magnoliidae.

![Figure 5](image2.png)

**Figure 5.** Alternative models of LMA evolution based on Brownian motion (BM, ●) and Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process with one (OU1, ●), three (OU3, ▲), or five (OU5, ▼) phenotypic optima indicated by different colors. Only major and basal clades of Tracheophyta are represented (arbitrary branch lengths; numbers indicate clade size). Models were fitted on the complete phylogeny and on the herbaceous and woody species groups separately by pruning the phylogeny accordingly (see Fig. S6).
on Fig. 6A, Hansen 1997). The quantity $\tau = \frac{\ln(2)}{\sigma}$ measures the time taken by a phenotype evolving under a new regime to move halfway from its ancestral state (Hansen 1997). We found that this time was 15.5 Myr for herbs and 24.5 Myr for woody species, that is, a longer time scale along woody lineages for new selective conditions to be more influential than constraints from the ancestral state.

**Discussion**

The evolutionary history of a key plant functional trait, leaf mass per area (LMA), was investigated across a large set of vascular plant species. Using comparative phylogenetic methods and a global trait database of over 5000 species, we detected that leaf strategies were overall weakly, albeit significantly, conserved during the diversification of vascular plants. This low conservatism appeared to be associated with multiple regimes of stabilizing selection, that is differing adaptive optima across the major clades. Importantly, we highlight the strong interaction between the evolution of growth forms and of leaf strategies, with woody species displaying slower leaf diversification and higher conservatism in LMA than herbaceous plant species.

Leaf mass per area appeared significantly but weakly conserved. This low phylogenetic signal captures the fact that distantly related species may occupy similar positions along the leaf economics spectrum. The large variability found within clades here evidenced a pattern of functional convergence across clades over a broad phylogenetic scale. However, significant levels of trait conservatism imply that, to a certain extent, closely related species do tend to invest dry matter similarly within leaf tissues and hence occupy nearby positions along the leaf economics spectrum. In particular, evolutionary splits identified as conservative nodes were mostly found at the level of genera. As might be expected, the degree of similarity in resource-use strategies varied with the length of the period of common evolution along lineages (Hansen and Martins, 1996). This pattern indicates a temporal dimension to the diversification of resource-use strategies among species. When considering large time scales, the phylogenetic pattern in LMA displayed early diversification associated with the divergences between extant ferns and lycophytes on the one hand and seed plants (Spermatophytae) on the other, and between Angiospermae and Gymnospermae (Fig. 4). Within the Angiospermae clade, diversity in LMA reflects the wide adaptive radiation of flowering plants into a range of ecological strategies, involving diverse growth forms and ecological niches both within and across habitats (Ricklefs and Renner, 1994; Losos 2008). By contrast, the consistency of leaf economics in the other major clades may reflect both stabilizing selection (around a given optimum) as well as their marginalization to particular ecological situations during the adaptive radiation of the Angiospermae. In fossil floras, basal plant clades display a higher diversity of growth forms than is currently observed among extant species: treelike plants existed within Lycopodiophyta, as well as ruderal herbaceous taxa within gymnosperms (Rothwell et al. 2000). The fossil record thus reveals that extinction events also shaped the spectrum of resource-use strategies that exist today in vascular plants.

Models of continuous trait evolution supported the hypothesis that stabilizing selection shaped the phylogenetic pattern in LMA, against the hypothesis of evolution by drift alone. Given the breadth of sampling in our dataset, over a large taxonomic scale and a range of ecological situations, the stabilizing selection we detected
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likely reflects selection against extreme phenotypes that infringe structural and physiological limitations to LMA. The phylogenetic patterns evidenced here showed simultaneously conservatism, mostly within genera, and convergence across large clades. Congruence between radiation and restrictive environmental conditions, such as within the Proteales, also suggests strong filtering effects that may lead to conservatism at larger phylogenetic scales and functional distinctiveness (Cornwell et al. 2014). Physical conditions *in natura* set constraints on plant strategies that may directly or indirectly affect achievable LMA values. A recent study of the evolution of the leaf economics spectrum highlighted the nature of evolutionary forces on LMA (Donovan et al. 2011). The authors argued that selection in general, rather than genetic constraints, directed the evolution of LMA. As an example, direct selection could influence LMA via biomechanical limits on the amount of dry matter needed to support and maintain a planar photosynthetic surface. Indirect selection could result from selection against unfit LMA values in relation to major trade-offs in plant strategies (Donovan et al. 2011). Furthermore, the models of trait evolution determined different optimal phenotypes across major clades of vascular plants. These findings indicate that these clades have evolved under distinct selective regimes (Butler and King, 2004) that may be interpreted as ecophysiological constraints that support different LMA optima. These constraints can be understood as trade-offs in plant traits that may render particular values of LMA unfit (Donovan et al. 2011). Changes in functional optima along the phylogeny have likely resulted from a combination of changing selection pressure effects, trade-offs among axes of plant variation imposed by these pressures, and historical contingency or ancestry. These variations in LMA optima across clades also existed within growth forms. Hence, major divergences during plant evolution gave birth to clades that in time evolved leaf strategies optimized in response to selective regimes that have imprinted the evolution of both woody and herbaceous lineages within those clades.

Recent analyses of molecular sequences have shown that woody species have evolved more slowly than herbaceous species (Smith and Donoghue, 2008) and taller species more slowly than shorter species (Lanfear et al. 2013), presumably because of their longer generation times. However, the issue of whether molecular evolutionary rates coincide with phenotypic evolutionary rates is somewhat controversial (Bromham et al. 2002). Here, we found evidence supporting different evolutionary rates for LMA across growth forms, with higher rates in herbaceous compared to woody species. The woody syndrome occurred with higher and more consistent functional similarity among lineages that shared the habit. We suspect that allometry in carbon allocation patterns inherent to woody plants has constrained the variability of achievable resource-use strategies and led to higher conservatism along woody lineages through time. Woody plants must allocate carbon extensively to secondary cell wall thickening (including lignification), particularly in mechanical tissues and secondary xylem tissue. This requisite feature of carbon allocation constrains the resource-use strategies of woody plants. Vascular plants in general exhibit a three-way trade-off between: small leaves of high LMA, large leaves of intermediate LMA, and small leaves of low LMA (Pierce et al. 2013). This latter combination, common among ruderal herbaceous species and aquatic plants, is rarely exhibited by woody species. Furthermore, many of the extremely high LMA gymnosperm taxa exhibit phylogenetic constraint based on the structure and functioning of the xylem: tracheary elements of most extant gymnosperm families consist of solely tracheids, and not of tracheae that would provide sufficient internal translocation to support fast growth rates and extensive evapotranspiration from broad leaves. Gymnosperms therefore typically exhibit a suite of sclerophytic traits, such as a thick leaf endodermis, alongside resin canals to guard against predator and pathogen attack, embodied in “needle” leaves of high LMA. These adaptations require an investment in carbon and mineral resources in leaf mass that cannot then be allocated to low LMA leaves typically associated with fast growth rates in ruderal angiosperms. Thus, the investment of carbon in wood and additionally the type of wood produced both provide constraints to woody plant resource-use strategies.

The observed patterns in the evolution of LMA raise the issue of selective pressures resulting in different selection regimes at large evolutionary scales. Fossil evidence suggests that large spatiotemporal scale changes in climate and disturbance regime were partially responsible for the diversification of vascular plants (Stebbins 1974; Jacobs et al. 1999) and this was likely paralleled by diversification in LMA. Recent evidence showed that plant species tend to be more woody and taller toward the tropics (Moles et al. 2009). The herbaceous syndrome might have evolved under more temperate climatic conditions (Ricklefs and Renner, 1994), which suggests that the woody/ herbaceous dichotomy represents a major geographical and macroevolutionary dichotomy between climate extremes (Zanne et al. 2013). Evolutionary trends in LMA probably arose in various ways, as this trait integrates several different aspects of leaf morpho-anatomy (Garnier and Laurent, 1994). The interaction of LMA evolutionary patterns with growth forms also suggests strong linkages between leaf and stem traits in the evolution of resource-use strategies (Zanne et al. 2013).

By exploring the evolutionary history of LMA we have revealed different evolutionary trajectories involving coor-
ordination and trade-offs between leaf traits and plant traits related to growth form. As a consequence, different optimal phenotypes of resource-use strategies have evolved in vascular plants setting fundamental limits on the structure and physiology of organisms and therefore on ecological processes within communities. Continuing advances in genomics (Leebens-Mack et al. 2006), phylogenetic informatics (Smith et al. 2011), and global trait databases (Kattge and the TRY consortium, 2011) promise to bring further insight into the evolutionary patterns of a range of plant functional traits (e.g., plant height, wood density, roots traits). Confronting these multiple evolutionary patterns will provide a powerful general narrative concerning the mode and speed of evolution of trait variation and distinct plant ecological strategies.
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Figure S1. Leaf Mass per Area (LMA) within growth forms. Distribution of LMA (g.m$^{-2}$) with respect to the different growth forms in order of increasing mean LMA values. In brackets: n, number of species per growth form (Table S1).

Figure S2. Detailed distribution of Leaf Mass per Area (LMA) within ferns and lycophytes.

Figure S3. Leaf Mass per Area (LMA) in the subsample of (a) herbaceous species for which life history was unambiguous (annual: mean: 45g.m$^{-2}$/ coefficient of variation: /0.51, n = 545; and perennial: 65/0.82, n = 921) and of (b) woody species for which leaf phenology was unambiguous (deciduous: 79/0.38, n = 522; evergreen: 174/0.76, n = 969).

Figure S4. LMA at the level of families: (a) Mean LMA (LMA in g.m$^{-2}$) across extant species within families vs estimated age of families (in Myr); (b) Coefficient of variation of LMA within families vs estimated age.

Figure S5. Correlogram of LMA showing Moran’s I (IM) within taxonomic levels, for the complete sample (black line and symbols, n = 5401 species), and for the woody (dark gray, n = 2564 species) and herbaceous (light gray, n = 2417 species) growth forms.

Figure S6. Alternative models for LMA evolution in woody (top) and herbaceous species (bottom).

Table S1. Growth forms and clades.

Table S2. Results from family-level linear models of the mean and coefficient of variation (CV) of log-transformed mean LMA values, L, within Eudicotyledonae families.

Table S3. Summary of evolution models for LMA.

Table S4. Genera associated with significant conservative divergences.